FIELD MEMORANDUM

WELL(S) NO. 1851-20

DATE June 16, 1981

LOCATION MTL Bus Lot bordered by Hotel and Alapai and King St.

SUBJECT Field check of well

PRESENT Mr. Kahele - MTL, N.I. and M.Y. - DOWARD

FIELD NOTES

The well is located in the driveway between the dispatchers office and storeroom and is covered by a square, yellow, manhole cover. The pump house is located inside of the storeroom.

The water is used for all purposes in the bus system including drinking. BWS water is also available and is used when pump breaks down.

No problems have been encountered with the well or the pump.
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Well No. 1851-20 Flowmeter located above pump in pumphouse
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Well No. 1851-20 Schematic of water system posted on pumphouse door.
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